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   Zeitung comes
  with 8 weights.
Or unlimited!
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These 8 weights, from Thin to Black, offer many different voices 



 Thin
 Extralight
 Light
 Regular
 Semibold
 Bold
 Extrabold
 Black
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7
8
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Standard styles | 8 weights | Roman & Italic | Small Caps
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Zeitung is a sans serif family which also works 
well in small sizes on screen. 

First of all: Zeitung is a sans serif made ac-
cording to contemporary standards: 8 weights, 
romans and italics, all equipped with small 
caps. Lots of OpenType features, like uppercase 
punctuation or 5 figure styles to make sure any 
of your mathematical or financial charts, tables 
and diagrams look cool. Did we mention the 
extensive Latin Plus language support already? 
Now we did.

Zeitung’s typographic palette focuses on utility 
and legibility, but in the farthest corners you’ll 
discover a rich array of flavours: punchy black 
weights, fashionable thin styles, carefully hand 
crafted true italics, distinct small caps. 

But Zeitung has more to offer. Its optical sizes 
offer the best style for each size of your text. 
Next to that: the lightest weights also func-
tion as grades, because they share the same 
metrics. This can be very handy for selecting 
the optimal weight for your specific situation, 
especially on screens or when type is printed 
by a newspaper press.



zeitung thin

world news

Wife shows her 
husband what he’s 
been talking about 
in his sleep for the 

last 13 years
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zeitung black italic small caps

nonsense

5 reasons 
doughnut walls 
are this year’s 

best wedding 
trend
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zeitung semibold italic

lifestyle

The Best Alarm 
Clock Ever Brews 

Your Morning 
Coffee
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zeitung bold

technology

Watch Robot 
Builder Construct 

House In Two 
Days
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zeitung black italic

entertainment

Road Rage 
Driver & Man 

with Huge Head 
Mask Square off 
in Bizarre Fight 
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zeitung regular small caps

mind-blowing

100 Images ThaT 
WIll ResToRe 
YouR FaITh In 

humanITY
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Advertisement Byline 
Classi�ed Direct Editorial 
Feature Gutter Headline 
Identi�cation Journalism 
Kill Line Makeup News 
O�set Press Question 
Release Source Teaser 
Unblock Voice Wire 

Xerox Yellow Zeitungiii 
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zeitung extralight

social media

If you’re worried 
about fake news in 
your timeline, just 
read a newspaper.
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 3 weeks for €15,–asssdSpecial offer
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‘Good news is everywhere’
▶Grades for better control ▶Optical sizes ▶Relax, you can Flex

Web typography sounds 
nice, but looks awful

Designers say that users should demand more from their typefaces.
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How to recognise poor web typogra-
phy? Why is it that micro-typogra-
phy on the Internet lags centuries 
behind? What is the connection be-
tween text lines and Laurel and 
Hardy? Why is web typography ac-
tually a misleading designation? This 
essay by typeface designer Bas 
Jacobs tells in a nutshell what de-

HELSINKI ➽ Good news! Underware 
released a new font: Zeitung. And 
this is good news for all kinds of 
people. Type lovers will have their 
day made when they look at that 
lowercase e in the Black weight, and 
will be happy there is a new style to 
bring their message across. Design-
ers will appreciate the versatility of 
this extensive sans serif font family 
and its thorough execution, and all 
it’s features. If 8 weights and 5 
ºgure styles are not enough, then 
maybe optical sizes or grades will 
meet the demands. Zeitung will help 
to bring your message across in 
many di»erent circumstances, from 

large text in print to small type on 
screens. The most demanding users, 
the pioneers, the ultras, the geeks, 
and all those others who don’t take 
things for granted, will be happy to 
meet and greet Zeitung Flex™. With 
its almost endless amount of 
weights, Zeitung Flex™ takes you 
anywhere between Thin and Black. 
Either in case only one, but exactly 
that speciºc weight is needed, or 
when all weights should play a 
whole new game together. This 
game can be played not just some-
where in the future, but already 
today, on everybody’s computer. 
And that’s good news for all of us! 

How about impressing your friends 
in David Copperºeld-style? Observe 
the way they read something on 
their phone or PC. It’s highly likely 
that they lean forward to the screen, 
with furrowed brows, visibly trying 
to read what’s on there. Make sure 
you can’t see the screen. Close your 
eyes and shake your hair, wave your 



Zeitung
Flex



Zeitung Flex™
After settling on the point size of the letters, arranging type is what it all comes down to. Arranging type cannot be over-estimated. 
How many letters on one line? Readability is not a matter of fancy, eye-catching headlines. Because headlines are largely responsible 
for the identity, they usually receive much consideration. Still, the typeface of the body copy – microtypography – is crucial to whether 
a text gets read. A consistent rhythm is one of the most important aspects of a typeface. The typographer has to create a regular, bal-
anced look. But even the most balanced fonts become unruly when nobody pays attention to microtypography. Two highly important 
elements in microtypography are breaks, and alignment. These two go hand in hand like Laurel and Hardy, whom we’ll come back to 
later. Breaks and alignment are part of the layout and spacing of text, which used to be called ‘type setting’. Type setting used to be 
a profession that took years of schooling. On the web it’s hardly a point of interest, with the excuse that text is a dynamic thing and 
therefore impossible to keep complete control over. So after five centuries of perfecting and enhancing typography, we seem to be right 
back where we started. For readers, visiting websites is hard work. Tiny letters, extremely long lines, typefaces that are unreadable on 
small screens with low resolution: considering the seemingly endless digital possibilities one would expect elegant and subtle typog-
raphy, but more often than not one finds the opposite. The typographic reality on the web is in a sorry state. Usually, books are more 
reader-friendly than newspapers or magazines. Because most novels are set in one type of layout, their pages appear more orderly, 
and the absence of distraction makes absorbing their content easier. But there are a few other significant differences between books 
and papers (or magazines). One: line length. Count the number of characters on a newspaper line, and you probably get to around 
30. In magazines, lines will be about 40 characters long. The line length in a novel, on the other hand, is twice as long; lines in books 
are usually 60 to 70 characters long. Most research into readability doesn’t give any new information, but one conclusion on line 
length always pops up: a line length of between 55 and 70 characters seems to enable the average reader read fast and with ease. 
With more characters per line, the concentration span starts wavering towards the end of the line. With longer lines, it’s also more 
complicated to find the beginning of the next line; the reader’s eye easily jumps to lines above or below. Scanning the beginnings 
of up to five lines, it’s trying to reattach to the right line to continue reading the text. This interrupts the reading rhythm and takes 
time and energy. To establish optimum readability, a text-line needs 55-70 characters. If counting characters is too much trouble 
for you, make sure your lines are about ten to twelve words long. There is an abundance of examples of crappy web typography. 
Just check out the website of your local paper. Fat chance it won’t live up to the standard set by Aldus Manutius – who printed 
his books 500 years ago. Typographically they are a sight for sore eyes. A local paper crams its lines with words, usually in a 
graphic design suggesting the programmer simply put his database online. The sky may be the technical limit in this database 
environment, but comfortable interaction is nowhere to be found, let alone a pleasant reading experience. And don’t even think 
about visiting this website on your phone. Another striking example is Wikipedia: one of the 50 busiest websites in the world
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Zeitung Flex™ allows you to select any weight in between the skinny Thin 
and roasty Black style. Zeitung Flex™ can be applied on the web, but also 
in desktop environments, and comes with some smart tools to help you out.

Smoothly blending from thin to black, differences in weight of adjectent letters are hardly noticable.
It’s like stealing one cookie from a full biscuit tin, nobody will notice if there is one cookie less. Only when the tin is half empty…



In Boston in 1690, Benjamin Harris published Publick Occurrences Both Forreign and Domestick. Thi
newspaper in the American colonies even though only one edition was published before the paper w
government. In 1704, the governor allowed The Boston News-Letter to be published and it became t
published newspaper in the colonies. Soon after, weekly papers began publishing in New York and P
newspapers followed the British format and were usually four pages long. They mostly carried news
depended on the editor’s interests. In 1783, the Pennsylvania Evening Post became the first America 
published the Halifax Gazette, which claims to be “Canada’s first newspaper.” However, its official d
is a government publication for legal notices and proclamations rather than a proper newspaper; In 1
was first printed 21 June 1764 and remains the oldest continuously published newspaper in North A
Chronicle-Telegraph. It is currently published as an English-language weekly from its offices at 1040
In 1808, the Gazeta do Rio de Janeiro had his first edition, printed in devices brought from England,
for the government of the United Kingdom of Portugal, Brazil and the Algarves since it was produce
of the Portuguese crown. In 1821, after the ending of private newspaper circulation ban, appears the 
publication, Diário do Rio de Janeirothough there it was already the Correio Braziliense, published b
the same time of the Gazeta, but from London and with a strong political and critical ideas, aiming t
faults. The first newspaper in Peru was El Peruano, established in October 1825 and still published t
changes. By the early 19th century, many cities in Europe, as well as North and South America, publ
publications though not all of them developed in the same way; content was vastly shaped by regio 
Advances in printing technology related to the Industrial Revolution enabled newspapers to become 
circulated means of communication. In 1814, The Times (London) acquired a printing press capable
per hour. Soon, it was adapted to print on both sides of a page at once. This innovation made newsp
available to a larger part of the population. In 1830, the first penny press newspaper came to the ma
Boston Transcript. Penny press papers cost about one sixth the price of other newspapers and appea
In France, Émile de Girardin started “La Presse” in 1836, introducing cheap, advertising-supported da
August Zang, an Austrian who knew Girardin in Paris, returned to Vienna to introduce the same met
The first newspaper in India was circulated in 1780 under the editorship of James Augustus Hickey. N 
Gazette , it mainly printed the latest gossip on the British expatriate population in India. On the sam
Udant Martand (The Rising Sun), the first Hindi-language newspaper published in India, started from
published every Tuesday by Pt. Jugal Kishore Shukla. Maulawi Muhammad Baqir in 1836 found an in 
first Urdu-language newspaper the Delhi Urdu Akhbar. India’s press in the 1840s was a motley collec 
daily or weekly sheets printed on rickety presses. Few extended beyond their small communities and 
unite the many castes, tribes, and regional subcultures of India. The Anglo-Indian papers promoted
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The two most important steps to ergonomically sound web-typography are choosing the right typeface, 
and applying it carefully. Typefaces for long passages of digital text have to answer to largely the 
same demands as typefaces for books. A typeface must have low contrast to be legible. Regular 
spacing is important, and a letter that has a wide appearance rather than a narrow one. Also, we’re 
accustomed to a decent x-height, so please honour that convention. Once your typeface answers to 
these demands, you’re on your way. So far everything is familiar, these conditions have been applied 
to letters for long stretches of text for centuries. Typefaces that were appreciated four centuries ago 
still belong to the most legible ones. It follows that typefaces based on centuries old designs function 
quite well as web fonts in the 21st century. Brand new typefaces don’t automatically function any 
better on the screen than fonts based on very old examples. Yet some characteristics are of specific 
importance for web fonts. Because websites occasionally get read on low-resolution screens, fussy 
details must be left out. Suitable fonts have open shapes and large openings in letters like a lower-
case ‘c’. If superfluous details must be left out, the font probably results from a strong pen stroke, as 
opposed to a flattened, narrow pen stroke, and will have sturdy connections between two strokes, for 
instance in a lower-case ‘n’. With all this in mind, type based on fine lines, like Bodoni or Helvetica, are 
less suitable for screens than type with stronger strokes, like Garamond or Gill Sans. The greyscale of 
a text is determined by the weight of the typeface. Comparisons of the Regular (the standard weight) 
of several typefaces show large differences. A text set in one typeface can look quite bold, whereas 
the Regular of another typeface can look light. A text set in very light type means uncomfortable 
reading. A reading type needs body in its general appearance, a degree of boldness. The design is not 
the only factor deciding on how bold letters appear on screen; other factors are the operating system 
or the browser, local settings on the desktop computer, and the hinting provided with the typeface. 
When deciding on a typeface for body copy, all of these features need to be tested in different digital 
surroundings and browsers because they have a huge influence on readability. Looking at a picture 
on the Internet (jpeg), a PDF or a printed example is not enough, it’s essential that letters for body 
copy get tested in their final surrounding(s) before making a definitive choice. This means building 
several versions of a website, each in a different typeface. Study these versions carefully in different 
browsers and operating systems before deciding on which font works best. One pixel is as important 
for sophisticated typography as the look of an entire webpage. Web typography is relatively new. 
During its early days, designers often used a sans serif typeface for body copy. Sans serifs contain less 
detail than serifs, and for this reason they are more legible in low resolution. Nowadays, the quality of www.underware.nlzeitung page 21
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Kerning and justifying don’t always suffice to accomplish the ideal result. 
When monks did their calligraphy by hand in the 14th century, they slightly 
adjusted the shape of their letters if necessary to make the words fit the line. 
The German goldsmith Johannes Gutenberg already made a few varieties of 
every letter when he printed for the first time. No-one knows how he 
manufactured his letters, because nothing from his printing workshop 
survived. We’ll just have to guess how he, consciously or subconsciously, 
shaped his characters just a little differently each time, but in the end many of 
them existed in narrower and wider variations. Despite, or maybe thanks to 
this mystery some people regard Gutenberg as a typographic genius. Designer 
Hermann Zapf is convinced of the idea that Gutenberg consciously applied 
various shapes of letters when it enabled him to fit in words or balance the 
layout. Gutenberg’s contemporaries produced their calligraphic manuscripts 
one by one in the exact same manner. Variations in letter shapes to enhance 
spacing: that is top-notch sophistication which leaves our contemporary web 
typography far behind. Type setting, and with that deciding on spacing and 
breaks, has developed over five centuries. Ever since we have digital type 
setting, people have tried to find a way to get the best possible layout 
automatically. The ultimate ideal was the automated design and layout of an 
entire book, wit a perfect visual end-result. People like Donald Knuth, Peter 
Karow and Hermann Zapf, with their ideas from the Seventies and Eighties, are 
the founding fathers of our current type setting techniques. Today, the 
Paragraph Composer in Adobe InDesign is probably the most advanced 
programme in this area. Adobe continues the work of Knuth, Zapf and Karow. 
This very smart program calculates countless ways to set paragraphs and 
chooses the best – or rather: the least imperfect – option. Rhythm and spacing 
stay almost intact and the text is aligned to the left and right side. With 
complete control over word breaks and the adjustment of kerning and 
tracking, the user (or reader) can decide on his personal preferences. It’s the 
way to establish optimal microtypography. Just to be clear: web typography 
does not have any of this. The last word about breaking and aligning has still 
to come. Some browsers support word breaks by nature, but in different ways. 
Other browsers don’t support text breaks automatically, or do so half-
heartedly. Break support doesn’t only vary per browser, but also per language. 
In English, browsers support it more often than say, in Finnish or Slovenian. 
Which is why breaks, and with that, aligning text on the web, is a disaster. The 
honing possible in desktop programmes is usually missing from the web, and 
as a consequence the typography of the average website looks worse than the 
paper of a ten year old in Microsoft Word. Microtypography on the web is no 
match for the very first printed book; the Bible by Gutenberg with 42 lines. 
The pages in this Bible show how intelligently all problems with spacing were 
solved there. For now, the web doesn’t even come close to that. 
Microtypography on the web almost reaches the state of typography of five 
centuries ago. Almost. Remember, we’re living in the beginning of the 21st 
century. We need computers to communicate with each other. Maybe one day 
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Zeitung Flex™
Select exactly the right grade of the text for your screen 
or printing press. Depending on these, in combination 
with the point size, Zeitung Flex offers demanding users 
complete control over a perfect result.
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Of course, Zeitung offers everything 
a contemporary sans serif demands. 
Eight weights, from Thin to Black. 
Every weight is equipped with ital-
ics; small caps; lots of OpenType 
features, like uppercase punctua-
tion or 5 figure styles to make sure 
any of your mathematical or finan-
cial charts, tables and diagrams 
look cool. Sure, Zeitung knows the 
score. The extensive Latin Plus lan-
guage support makes sure you are 
never at a loss for words. But there 
is more to Zeitung.



Two families | Standard | Micro
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Optical sizes
Zeitung works well in small sizes on screen, and has been 
specifically designed for that purpose. Zeitung Micro makes 
sure your small text in interfaces and websites can still be 
read, while the standard family works better in larger text 
sizes. The Micro family offers a different design for itchy 
glyphs, has different proportions due to its larger x-height, 
and has a wider overall spacing than the standard family.
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Graphic designers or in-
teraction designers al-
ways focus on their com-
puter screens when they 
discuss web-typography. 
Naturally so: they are 
aiming for a good read-
ing-experience. Does the 
body copy need to go one 
type size up? Does it need 
tighter leading? Does the 
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Two families | Standard | Micro  10/15 pt

Graphic designers or interaction designers always focus on their computer 
screens when they discuss web-typography. Naturally so: they are aiming for 
a good reading-experience. Does the body copy need to go one type size up? 
Does it need tighter leading? Does the sub-heading look better in a differ-
ent font? They rarely pay attention to reading people’s postures, even though 
posture is very important to a good reading experience. With a good web 
design, the reader can relax while reading. Instead of making sure websites are 
responsive, designers should make sure websites are user-friendly. Just pay 
attention to the posture of people sitting at their desktop computer in offices, 
or people reading the news on their cell phones in the morning. If they are 
bending their heads downward, or holding their phones at a distance of 20 cm 
to their noses, the screen text is too small. It is possible to judge web typog-
raphy by judging the reader’s posture. Even without seeing it, it’s quite safe 
to say web typography doesn’t deliver. Wherever you look: in trams, in the 
homes of friends, on the street, in offices, in waiting rooms and in the library – 
most people have to make an effort to read their computer screens. Of course, 
reading in itself requires an effort, more than say, watching telly. Still, there is 
much room for improvement. 

In centuries past, very small Bibles were published, with tiny type setting. 
Reading a Bible like this is a strenuous exercise for the eyes, even when at a 
close distance to your face. So the reading-experience could have been better, 
but it’s the result of logical reasoning: to reach the largest possible audience, 
these Bibles had to be produced in the cheapest possible way. To this end they 
kept the text small and tight, thus saving on paper. On the web, such restric-
tions are unnecessary. A lot of text, or very little: it makes no difference to the 
expense of the site. There is absolutely no excuse for using eye-damagingly 
small typesets. 

Graphic designers or interaction designers always focus on their computer 
screens when they discuss web-typography. Naturally so: they are aiming 
for a good reading-experience. Does the body copy need to go one type 
size up? Does it need tighter leading? Does the sub-heading look better in 
a different font? They rarely pay attention to reading people’s postures, 
even though posture is very important to a good reading experience. With 
a good web design, the reader can relax while reading. Instead of mak-
ing sure websites are responsive, designers should make sure websites 
are user-friendly. Just pay attention to the posture of people sitting at 
their desktop computer in offices, or people reading the news on their 
cell phones in the morning. If they are bending their heads downward, or 
holding their phones at a distance of 20 cm to their noses, the screen text 
is too small. It is possible to judge web typography by judging the read-
er’s posture. Even without seeing it, it’s quite safe to say web typography 
doesn’t deliver. Wherever you look: in trams, in the homes of friends, on 
the street, in offices, in waiting rooms and in the library – most people 
have to make an effort to read their computer screens. Of course, read-
ing in itself requires an effort, more than say, watching telly. Still, there is 
much room for improvement. 

In centuries past, very small Bibles were published, with tiny type setting. 
Reading a Bible like this is a strenuous exercise for the eyes, even when at 
a close distance to your face. So the reading-experience could have been 
better, but it’s the result of logical reasoning: to reach the largest pos-
sible audience, these Bibles had to be produced in the cheapest possible 
way. To this end they kept the text small and tight, thus saving on paper. 
On the web, such restrictions are unnecessary. A lot of text, or very little: 
it makes no difference to the expense of the site. There is absolutely no 
excuse for using eye-damagingly small typesets. 
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Optical sizes
Some glyphs behave fine in bigger as well as smaller sizes. 
Others, the more complex glyphs, are troublemakers in small 
sizes. Those glyphs have been redesigned for the Micro fam-
ily. The image above shows the regular ampersand on its left, 
while the ampersand on the right, with its opened up shapes, 
suits better for very small sizes.

Standard Micro

works well in
normal sizes

works better
in small sizes▶ ◀&&



Grades | Lightest weights share identical metrics
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Grades
All lighter weights share the same metrics. This can be very 
handy for selecting the optimal weight, especially on screens. 
The way letters are displayed on screen can vary a lot be-
tween different circumstances. Maybe the interface of your 
next app requires a different grade of the text than your lat-
est website? Zeitung allows you to change the weight of your 
text without any further consequence for the design. Those 
who have been there know that during the design process this 
can be a welcome relief.
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Figure styles
Zeitung comes with 5 figure styles. 
Lining & Oldstyle figures (both 
proportional) and Tabular Lining & 
Tabular Oldstyle figures. Addition-
ally the Small Caps have their own, 
proportional, figure style as well. As 
with all our fonts, all mathemati-
cal and monetary signs are included 
with every figure style.
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A hidden, but nevertheless handy 
feature of every figure style is that 
they share the same metrics across 
all weights. This allows you to still 
switch from one weight to another, 
without any reflow of your chart. 
Of course all tabular figures share 
the same width from Thin to Black, 
but also each non-proportional style 
shares the same width across all 
weights.
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☞ There is much more to discover
☞ Arrows ↑ in all ↙ directions → 
☞ And some icons to ♥ that text
☞ Don’t forget to ✍ on the blog
☞ Give ★★★★★ in your review
☞ Reactions in the � of course
☞ Manicules in the right weight
☞ or ☛ or another arrow ➽? 
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Supported languages
All our fonts support over 200 Latin languages. 200? Yep, 219 to be precise. We call that the Underware Latin Plus character set. Those 219 supported 
languages allow you to reach an estimated 2.103.569.421 speakers worldwide. More info on: www.underware.nl/latin_plus
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afaan OrOmO
afar
afrikaans
albanian
alsatian
amis
anuta
aragOnese
aranese
arOmanian
arrernte
arvanitic (latin)
asturian
atayal
aymara
azerbaijani
bashkir (latin)
basque
belarusian (latin)
bemba
bikOl
bislama
bOsnian
bretOn
cape verdean creOle
catalan
cebuanO
chamOrrO
chavacanO
chichewa
chickasaw
cimbrian
cOfán
cOrnish
cOrsican
creek

crimean tatar (latin)
crOatian
czech
danish
dawan
delaware
dhOluO
drehu
dutch
english
esperantO
estOnian
farOese
fijian
filipinO
finnish
fOlkspraak
french
frisian
friulian
gagauz (latin)
galician
ganda
genOese
german
gikuyu
gOOniyandi
greenlandic (kalaallisut)
guadelOupean creOle
gwich’in
haitian creOle
hän
hawaiian
hiligaynOn
hOpi
hOtcąk (latin)
hungarian

icelandic
idO
igbO
ilOcanO
indOnesian
interglOssa
interlingua
irish
istrO-rOmanian
italian
jamaican
javanese (latin)
jèrriais
kaingang
kala lagaw ya
kapampangan (latin)
kaqchikel
karakalpak (latin)
karelian (latin)
kashubian
kikOngO
kinyarwanda
kiribati
kirundi
klingOn
kurdish (latin)
ladin
latin
latinO sine flexiOne
latvian
lithuanian
lOjban
lOmbard
lOw saxOn
luxembOurgish
maasai
makhuwa

malay
maltese
manx
māOri
marquesan
meglenO-rOmanian
meriam mir
mirandese
mOhawk
mOldOvan
mOntagnais
mOntenegrin
murrinh-patha
nagamese creOle
nahuatl
ndebele
neapOlitan
ngiyambaa
niuean
nOOngar
nOrwegian
nOvial
Occidental
Occitan
Old icelandic
Old nOrse
Onĕipŏt
OshiwambO
Ossetian (latin)
palauan
papiamentO
piedmOntese
pOlish
pOrtuguese
pOtawatOmi
q’eqchi’
quechua

rarOtOngan
rOmanian
rOmansh
rOtOkas
sami (inari sami)
sami (lule sami)
sami (nOrthern sami)
sami (sOuthern sami)
samOan
sangO
saramaccan
sardinian
scOttish gaelic
serbian (latin)
seri
seychellOis creOle
shawnee
shOna
sicilian
silesian
slOvak
slOvenian
slOviO (latin)
sOmali
sOrbian (lOwer sOrbian)
sOrbian (upper sOrbian)
sOthO (nOrthern)
sOthO (sOuthern)
spanish
sranan
sundanese (latin)
swahili
swazi
swedish
tagalOg
tahitian
tetum

tOk pisin
tOkelauan
tOngan
tshiluba
tsOnga
tswana
tumbuka
turkish
turkmen (latin)
tuvaluan
tzOtzil
uzbek (latin)
venetian
vepsian
vOlapük
võrO
wallisian
wallOOn
waray-waray
warlpiri
wayuu
welsh
wik-mungkan
wiradjuri
wOlOf
xavante
xhOsa
yapese
yindjibarndi
zapOtec
zarma
zazaki
zulu
zuni
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All Zeitung styles

Zeitung Pro family
Zeitung Pro-Thin
Zeitung Pro-Extralight
Zeitung Pro-Light
Zeitung Pro-Regular
Zeitung Pro-Semibold
Zeitung Pro-Bold
Zeitung Pro-Extrabold
Zeitung Pro-Black

Zeitung Pro-Thin Italic
Zeitung Pro-Extralight Italic
Zeitung Pro-Light Italic
Zeitung Pro-Regular Italic
Zeitung Pro-Semibold Italic
Zeitung Pro-Bold Italic
Zeitung Pro-Extrabold Italic
Zeitung Pro-Black Italic

Zeitung Micro Pro family
Zeitung Micro Pro-Thin
Zeitung Micro Pro-Extralight
Zeitung Micro Pro-Light
Zeitung Micro Pro-Regular
Zeitung Micro Pro-Semibold
Zeitung Micro Pro-Bold
Zeitung Micro Pro-Extrabold
Zeitung Micro Pro-Black

Zeitung Micro Pro-Thin Italic
Zeitung Micro Pro-Extralight Italic
Zeitung Micro Pro-Light Italic
Zeitung Micro Pro-Regular Italic
Zeitung Micro Pro-Semibold Italic
Zeitung Micro Pro-Bold Italic
Zeitung Micro Pro-Extrabold Italic
Zeitung Micro Pro-Black Italic
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underware
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the netherlands
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Copyright
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About Underware
Zealotry wouldn’t be an inappropriate collective noun 
for Underware. They not only design typefaces, they 
live type –they educate about type, they publish about 
type, they talk about type, they want (and organise) 
others to talk about type.

There is an inherent honesty to their enthusiasm that 
betrays no snobbery–they simply think that type is 
very interesting and that everyone, given the chance, 
might think so too. Their work is among the most pop-
ular of independent type foundries – happy-go-lucky, 
high-quality, text-friendly typefaces for both display 
use and comprehensive typesetting. Underware’s type-
faces stand out thanks to unique aesthetics, finished 
quality, and a considered collective presence. Under-
ware is a refreshing and intelligent collective who, 
while taking what they do seriously, manage to not 
take themselves too seriously.
 – Is Not magazine



wanna know more about zeitung?

write your 
own text?
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support?
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